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An Accurate, Robust Visual Odometry and
Detail-preserving Reconstruction System
Xiaoxi Gong, Yuanpeng Liu, Qiaoyun Wu, Jiayi Huang, Hua Zong and Jun Wang

Abstract—Tracking and mapping functions in a monocular
SLAM system remain active due to their challenging nature.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to perform the
accurate and robust ego-motion estimation and provide the detailpreserving reconstruction under indoor environments. More
specifically, we design a new algorithm called synchronous event
measurement (SEM) to create event-based difference images
(EDIs) so as to highlight frame-to-frame (F2F) difference. The
observation indicates that F2F difference is highly correlated
with the camera’s motion change. We hereby feed EDIs into
a deep convolutional neural network, in order to infer egomotion of the camera. Subsequently, based on a monocular
reconstruction framework (REMODE), we devise an algorithm
named event region search or briefly ERS, to reduce possibility
of mismatch on the depth estimation stage. Evaluations on a
variety of datasets demonstrate the satisfactory performance
of our proposed method: the ego-motion estimation is more
accurate than some geometric based Visual Odometry (VO)
and learning based approaches. The results are robust under
extreme situations, such as brightness variation and motion blur.
Meanwhile, our approach can provide more precise depth map
with relative rich textural information.
Index Terms—Monocular Vision Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping, Visual Odometry, Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks.
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Fig. 1: An illustration of our work. Given pairs of consecutive
frames (a), our approach can create event-based difference
images (b) which contribute to the detail-preserving reconstruction (c).
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have tendency to replace key building blocks in traditional
VSLAM systems, such as pose estimation, re-localization and
depth map estimation etc. Nevertheless, the DNNs are driven
by raw RGB-D data which may contains irrelevant visual cues,
and the parameter tuning is highly related to the specific scenes
(e.g. indoor or outdoor environment).
In this paper, we tackle the weakness in traditional VSLAM
and recent learning-based approaches from the aspects below:
first, to remove the irrelevant visual cues (e.g. low-textured
areas) from raw images, we extract frame-to-frame (F2F)
difference from raw image pairs to highlight spatial and
geometric information. Second, to better handle unpredicted
and anormal input (e.g. blurred images, images with different
luminance), we use a DNN to autonomously select crucial
features on event-based difference images (EDIs). Here, we
do not feed the network raw images, since some irrelevant
visual cues may cause an increase in the estimation errors.
Third, to create accurate and textured maps, we use the event
regions as a constraint to eliminate the possibility of mismatch

I. I NTRODUCTION
ISUAL SLAM (VSLAM) enables to achieve simultaneously localization and 3D mapping via vision devices,
which is a classical topic in the field of multimedia processing
and augmented reality (AR) [1] [2]. Traditional VSLAM can
be divided into feature-based methods and direct methods,
and they both achieve great success in the past few decades.
Feature-based methods [3], such as ORB-SLAM [4] rely on
hand-crafted features to implement motion estimation and
mapping, in which the mapping threads must make a balance
between map density and computational speed. Direct methods
(e.g. SVO [5], LSD-SLAM [6]) are another feasible solution,
which turn to recover pattern of apparent motion through minimizing the photometric error [7] on pixels. However, direct
methods tend to be fragile under some extreme situations,
such as motion blur and brightness changes. Recently, deep
convolutional neural networks (DNNs) are introduced into VSLAM due to their great learning capability under challenging
environments. And because of that, learning based methods
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Fig. 2: Overview. Our approach consists of two modules which
are motion estimation thread and mapping thread, respectively.
on the depth estimation stage, where the event regions can be
extracted from EDIs.
To this end, we propose a new framework to achieve
accurate and robust ego-motion estimation and to provide
the detail-preserving reconstruction, which is able to benefit
the downstream applications, such as augmented reality, robot
navigation and obstacle avoidance. Our approach is evaluated
on benchmark datasets (e.g. the ICL-NUIM [8] dataset and
TUM RGB-D SLAM [9] dataset) in terms of the accuracy of
ego-motion estimation, trajectory and depth maps. In addition,
we compared its performance under anormal conditions (e.g.
brightness change and motion blur) by use of modified raw
images. The pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the source
code is publicly released1 .
Overall, our main contributions are three-fold:
• We propose a novel algorithm, called synchronous event
measurement (SEM), which can create event-based difference images (EDIs) by use of pairs of consecutive frames.
• Based on a deep convolutional neural network, we design
a pose estimator to carry out ego-motion estimation with
high accuracy and robustness.
• We devise a new method namely event region search
(ERS) to eliminate a majority of mismatched feature
points, so as to provide accurate depth maps and the
detail-preserving reconstruction.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we review the existing approaches in the field
of VSLAM, which can be divided into traditional geometric
based methods and recent learning based methods.
A. Geometric based Methods
As the first milestone of Vision SLAM, MonoSLAM [10]
achieves real-time tracking and sparse mapping, in which it
uses EKF [11] algorithms to update the average value and
1 https://github.com/NUAA-XiaoxiG/EDI-VO

covariance of pose according to fresh feature points. The
subsequent works, such as PTAM [12] which is designed to
process tracking and mapping tasks through multiple threads,
so as to realize an AR system that can operate in real time.
However, the above methods have the weak capacity in failure
recovery. Later, RKSLAM [13] enhances the ability of robust
tracking under quick and rotating movements. DTAM [14]
is a dense tracking and mapping system, which directly
estimate the pose of the camera without using sparse features.
Oppositely, the state-of-the-art ORB-SLAM [4] is proposed,
which inherits the parallel processing architecture to ensure
its real-time performance. Meanwhile, ORB-SLAM highlights
the place recognition function, or called Loop Closure Detection (LCD) [15] [16], in order to correct cumulative errors
during the tracking and mapping. More importantly, LCD
allows the tracking thread to recover from failure immediately.
Nevertheless, ORB [17] [18] has less accuracy when compared
with classical feature extraction algorithms, such as SIFT [19].
For the typically feature-based method, the relative dense
map creation could lead to a large computational burden
to the system. Another feasible approach, such as direct
methods are able to track and reconstruct the semi-dense
maps through optical flow [7]. For instance, LSD-SLAM [6]
allows to construct large-scale maps with global consistency.
Semi-direct Visual Odometry (SVO) [5] provides a lightweight solution for real-time applications (e.g. quadcopters
and AR/VR devices) which have limited computational ability.
Based on the framework of SVO, Pizzoli et al. [20] analysed
the depth uncertainty caused by mismatching of pixels, so
as to provide the accurate and dense depth prediction via a
probabilistic method. Further, Engel et al. [21] considered
both geometric and photometric uncertainty and proposed
the first featureless monocular VO with high accuracy and
robustness. However, the direct methods highly rely on the
specific assumptions (e.g. gray-scale invariant), therefore the
methods are sensitive to brightness change and motion blur.
Recently, a new type of vision devices come out, such
as [22] and [23]. The devices have unique work mechanism
in which each pixel outputs a pulse (called an event) only if
there is an intensity change. Compared with standard camera
devices, event-based cameras output events rather than regular
images. Hence, we need new algorithms to process the output
so as to achieve VSLAM. For instance, the work in [24]
investigates the performance under tasks, such as tracking,
mapping and Loop Closure Detection by use of the eventbased camera’s output. Guillermo et al. [25] demonstrated the
performance of the devices under fast movement, and focus on
the angular velocity estimation. Henri et al. [26] implemented
a parallel system to perform tracking and mapping tasks by
use of event outputs. Inspired from event-based cameras’ work
mechanism and above researches, we design a new algorithm
to eliminate irrelevant pixels from raw RGB images so as to
highlight the temporal information in raw image sequences.
B. Learning based Methods
Recent learning based methods infer geometric information
and depth from raw images without use of hand-crafted
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features and strong assumptions (as gray scale invariant). For
instance, PoseNet [27] and [28] uses an end-to-end manner to
achieve 6D relocalization. DeepVO [29] targets to achieve a
monocular Visual Odometry (VO) based on RCNNs. Approach
in [30] uses dense optical flow as visual cues to infer egomotion of the camera. However, the above methods rely on
raw monocular images or optical flow as input to regress the
camera pose, which may have low accuracy when dealing with
blurred images. In addition, unsupervised learning schemes,
such as [31] and [32] are proposed to handle situations of
insufficient training data. UnDeepVO [31] realizes an unsupervised VO by harnessing spatial (from stereo image pairs)
and temporal (from monocular sequence) geometric constraint
together via a loss function. Zhou et al. [33] presented a
framework with the unsupervised learning scheme to achieve
bundle adjustment, and depth estimation with high resolution.
Though the idea is great, the unsupervised methods still need
to be improved in terms of accuracy, so as to achieve replacing
of classical geometric based approaches. To overcome the
weakness in above methods, we use a learning based method
to better handle unpredicted and anormal images, in which the
raw images are processed via SEM so as to remove irrelevant
visual cues in the scenes.
On the other hand, learning based schemes are used to
predict spatial depth from raw RGB images. The previous
works aim to predict depth from single or multiple RGB
images without use of any additional information. For instance, [34] uses a MRFs [35] model to estimate depth, in
which the model is well trained through monocular images
of indoor scenes. Later, David et al. [36] designed two deep
network stacks so as to estimate depth from a single image,
in which one stack predicts a coarse global map, and the
other one refines the predicted map locally. Iro et al. [37]
proposed a network architecture based on ResNet [38], which
is able to model the ambiguous mapping between monocular
images and related depth maps. Afterwards, Tateno et al. [39]
investigated how to achieve dense monocular reconstruction
with absolute scale via DNNs. Furthermore, Eigen et al. [40]
extended previous researches and works so as to implement
a multi-task system. Specifically, they used different loss
functions and target datasets to train a multi-scale convnet so
as to achieve three different computer vision tasks, i.e., depth
prediction, surface normal estimation, and semantic labelling.
The above methods use end-to-end manners to infer depth
maps, which may loss textural information and details in the
scene. DeepTAM [41] follows the similar idea of DTAM and it
formulates the tracking and mapping as the learning problem.
Though DeepTAM combines both tracking and mapping tasks
to achieve a VSLAM system, this approach costs relatively
more computational resources, which is not suitable for using
on lightweight applications. Comparatively, we use a modified
version of REMODE to achieve the detail-preserving reconstruction, which makes a compromise between the computational speed and the quality of reconstruction.
III. OVERVIEW
The proposed EDI-SLAM has two main components, the
motion estimation module (in Section IV) using a DNN based

An image sequence
n

n+1

n+2

n+3

Positive
Event
Negative
event

Event-based difference images

Fig. 3: An event-based difference image can be created by
use of two sequenced frames. The polarity of events can be
divided into positive and negative, in which the positive event
(red color) means the pixel value goes up from frame n to
n + 1 , and the negative event (blue color) means the pixel
value goes down from frame n to n + 1 . As frame interval
increasing, the F2F difference changes as well, for instance,
EDI created by frame pair n and n + 1 has different pattern
with the one which created by frame pair n and n + 2 .

framework for pose tracking, and the mapping module (in Section V) modifying a monocular reconstruction framework to
achieve detail-preserving reconstruction. We use benchmarks
for evaluation, which include common indoor scenes (e.g.
bedrooms, kitchens, classrooms). In addition, a part of RGB
images are modified to simulate blur, brightness change etc.,
so as to evaluate the performance of robustness under extreme
situations.
EDI-based Camera Pose Estimation. In this section, we
firstly use distinct algorithms (e.g. SEM) to create multiple
versions of F2F difference images (see Subsection IV-A),
since we want to find out the most effective way of feature
extraction. Next, we train a convnet with different versions
of F2F difference images so as to evaluate the performance
in terms of regression accuracy (in Subsection IV-B). We use
the frame-to-frame difference images rather than raw images
for training, since they are able to filter featureless regions
and extract the most clear edges and information of spatial
variation. This property allows us to regress the ego-motion
with high accuracy.
Detail-preserving Reconstruction. In this section, we modify a monocular reconstruction framework to achieve accurate
depth estimation and reconstruction (see Subsection V-A).
More specifically, ERS is introduced into the above framework
to realize robust and detail-preserving depth estimation (in
Subsection V-B). SEM allows us to extract event regions and
event polarity from pairs of consecutive frames. We then use
ERS to eliminate the candidate points on epipolar line on
the depth estimation stage so as to reduce the possibility of
mismatch. At the same time, ERS still works under extreme
situations, as motion blur or brightness change.
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dp = [dt , da ] .

(1)

where dp = (dtx , dty , dtz , dax , day , daz ) ∈ R6 , which is
converted from the global pose (tx , ty, tz , qx , qy, qz , qw ). We
use Euler angles to replace quaternion, since each quaternion
contains an extra constrain item which would bring problems
in optimization.
A. Frame-to-Frame Difference Image

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 4: Multi-view images (a) are used to create F2F difference
images. The sequences are captured under different motion,
such as rotation (b), translation (based on Camera Coordinate
System, CMCS) on x-y plane (c) and translation along z axis
(d). After coloring F2F difference images according to the
polarity of events (e), the motion change and direction can be
easily observed.

At the beginning, we convert raw images into grayscale
format, since RGB has less contribution to geometric information. We denote grayscale image as It : Ω ⊂ R2 7→ R, where
Ω represents the image domain. p = (i, j) ∈ Ω represents
pixel coordinates, where i and j refer to column and row,
respectively. Therefore, It (p) means the intensity value of a
pixel. We use a general algorithm [42] [43] to obtain the F2F
difference image, as the function below:
Dt (p) = |It (p) − It−1 (p)| ,

(2)

(
255, if Dt (p) > 255
Dt (p) =
0,
if Dt (p) < 0.

(3)

where Dt is a F2F difference image, It and It−1 represent
two adjacent grayscale images that gained at time t and t − 1,
respectively. However, the operation may produce some noiselike pixels in an image, since the anormal intensity values
would be set as 0 or 255 via Equation. 3. To obtain a relative
smooth F2F difference image, we modify Equation. 2 by
adding a weight item to its previous frame It−1 so as to
eliminate most of anormal intensity values. the function is
shown below:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: The raw image pairs (a) are used to create three
versions of datasets which are difference images (b), weighted
difference images (c) and event-based difference images (d),
respectively. Each version of F2F difference image implies
distinct explanation of motion change of the camera.

IV. EDI- BASED C AMERA P OSE E STIMATION
In this section, we firstly illustrate how to create multiple
versions of F2F difference images through distinct algorithms,
and then modify a VGG-based [36] network to regress egomotion estimation by use of F2F difference images. The
network outputs a 6D vector dp to represent ego-motion which
consists of 3D translational components dt and 3D rotational
components da as follows:

Wt (p) = |It (p) − wIt−1 (p)| ,

(4)

(
255, if Wt (p) > 255
Wt (p) =
0,
if Wt (p) < 0.

(5)

where the weight item w is defined in range [0, 1], and
we set it to 0.82 which normally yields favorable results in
experiments. We creates a relatively smooth image Wt through
Equation. 4. The result contains few noise-like pixels, and
the contour on two frames are merged and displayed on a
F2F difference image. Further, we design a novel algorithm
namely synchronous event measurement (SEM) to create F2F
difference images so as to extract more valuable geometric and
movement information. This version of F2F difference images
are called event-based difference image (EDIs) and the basic
principle is shown in Fig. 3. First, the image pairs should be
normalized via:
Nt (p) =

γIt (p)
− 1.0 ,
fnorm

(6)
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where γ is defined as a compensation factor to eliminate effect
of brightness change. generally, γ can be calculated according
to a frame pair’s average intensity values. fnorm is set to
127.5, which referred to the normalization scheme in [44].
Afterwards, we use the normalized frame pairs to calculate
F2F difference as follows:
D̃t (p) = |Nt (p) − Nt−1 (p)| ,

(7)

where D̃t represents a F2F difference image created by two
normalized grayscale images Nt and Nt−1 . Next, we create
the event-based difference image Et via:

Input:
3@ 224 x 224
Conv 1
64@109 x 109
7 x 7 Kernel

Conv 2
128@53 x 53

5 x 5 Kernel

Conv 3
256@ 25 x 25

5 x 5 Kernel

Conv 3_1
256@ 23 x 23

3 x 3 Kernel

Conv 4
512@ 11 x 11

3 x 3 Kernel



D̃t (p) + 1,






Et (p) = D̃t (p) − 1,






0,

if Nt (p) > Nt−1 (p) and
dmin < D̃t (p) < dmax
if Nt (p) < Nt−1 (p)
dmin < D̃t (p) < dmax
otherwise.

Conv 4_1
512@ 9 x 9
3 x 3 Kernel

(8)

We set a band-pass filter [dmin , dmax ] to eliminate the
low-texture areas. In our case, the value is set between
[−0.97, 0.91], which can get the favorable results in
experiments. Note that, in Et , the positive event is saved
in range of [0, 2] and negative event is distributed between
[−2, 0], for the convenience of calculation. We hereby
create a 3-channel event-based difference image according
to Et . To distinguish the polarity of events easily, we
define the positive event as red color and the negative
one as blue color. More specifically, (Et (p) × 127.5, 0, 0)
and (0, 0, −Et (p) × 127.5) can be saved as red and blue
channel, respectively. It is important to note that, the
negative values in each channel are set to 0 in the above
process. Furthermore, we use Equation. 2, 4 and 8 to create
three versions of datasets, namely, difference image dataset
(DID), weighted difference image dataset (WDID) and
event based difference image dataset (EDID), respectively,
A part of sequences in above datasets are shown in Fig. 5.
The F2F difference images contain the most distinct features
over raw images, which can facilitate the learning of feature
representation and relative ego-motion.
B. Ego-motion Estimation
The goal of this stage is to model a function f that takes
a F2F difference image I ∈ Rn×m×c as input, and output
P ∈ R6 which consists of a set of displacement components
(dtx , dty , dtz ) and a set of Euler angles (dax , day , daz ). Thus,
the problem is defined as f : I → P. We use a VGGbased [45] network to autonomously learn useful feature (similar to the principle of triplet set in [46]) representations between frame pairs and map to relative ego-motion. The VGGbased [45] architecture has great performance in classification
or detection tasks, we hereby modify the network structure
according to regression problems so as to couple the geometric
features with input appearance. The network architecture is
shown in Fig. 6, it includes 8 convolutional layers and 3 fully
connected (FC) layers, which targets to output a 6D egomotion. We reshape the input to 224 × 224 × 3 by using

Conv 5
512@ 4 x 4
3 x 3 Kernel
Conv 5_1
512@ 2 x 2
3 x 3 Kernel

Flatten layer
1000 neurons

FC layer 1

1000 neurons

FC layer 2
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FC layer 3

Fig. 6: Network architecture. The input of the network is F2F
difference images which contain both spatial information and
motion variation. The network is able to autonomously learn
useful features so as to infer 6D ego-motion of the camera.

rescale and crop operation on raw images. Note that, for
DID and WDID, we expand the 1-channel grayscale images
into the 3-channel images through duplicating. For EDID,
we store the positive and negative events in the red channel
and blue channel respectively, and the green channel is filled
with 0. The experiments show that the rotation components
have high nonlinearity which are hard to train with translation
components, as shown in [47]. The loss function (base on L2
loss) consists of a translation term and a rotation term [27],
as shown below:
loss(I ) = kdˆt − dt k2 +λkdˆa − da k2 ,

(9)

where dˆt and dˆa represent ground truth of 3D translational
and 3D rotational components, respectively. We trained the
convnet up to 200 epochs with the learning rate of 0.001.
During training, the Euclidean distance between ground truth
and estimated vector dt and da is minimized via Adagrad
optimizer [48]. We use a pre-trained model [49] (e.g. trained
on classification tasks) to initialize our convnet, in order to
reduce the training time and data required. In Equation. 9,
the scale factor λ is set to 65 according to experiment results
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V. D ETAIL - PRESERVING R ECONSTRUCTION

P
P'

Ik

ur

uk l

Ir

A. Depth Estimation

u'k
cr

ck
Ek

v'k
vr

In this section, we use a modified version of REMODE [20]
or briefly REMODE-M to achieve detail-preserving reconstruction, and we illustrate the ERS method which is able to
eliminate most of the mismatch in depth estimation stage.

vk

Fig. 7: The principle of proposed ERS method. Suppose a
spatial point P is projected on two image planes Ir and Ik
as ur and uk . Meanwhile, two points vr and vk are located
in the event region on an event-based difference image Ek ,
which are corresponding to ur and uk , respectively. When
searching for a candidate point P 0 along the optic ray Cr , we
actually search for a point uk0 (corresponding to vk0 on Ek )
on the epipolar line l on Ik . Further, under the restriction of
both epipolar lines and event regions, the search area can be
limited in range of vr and vk . Thus the number of candidate
points would decrease.

so as to balance weights of both translation and orientation
components during iteration.
Each F2F difference image contains both temporal and textural information, so that we no longer need to use RNN [29]
to learn long-term dependencies. It is important to notice that
we feed the network with EDIs which have different time
interval. For example, an EDI can be created from by use
of two consecutive images It and It+1 , or it can be created
through images It and It+n , where n is large than 1. The area
of event region grows along with time interval increasing, and
that allow the network to learn the hidden pattern from EDIs
and different time interval. We can augment the dataset by
adjusting the time interval between images. More important,
we can correct cumulated error during tracking according to
this technique. Specifically, for a consecutive sequence (Ii , ...,
Ij , ..., Ik ), we create EDIs as (Eij , Ejk , Eik ), and the related
poses (pij , pjk , pik ) are predicted via the network. Suppose the
prediction error ∆ is the same for each prediction and it will
cumulate along with the path. From point i to k , the present
pose can be calculated through pij + pjk + 2∆ or pik + ∆. We
can use pik + ∆ as the reference pose to correct the prediction
error in pij + ∆ and pjk + ∆. The above process is able to
compensate a part of cumulated prediction error, and can be
used to achieve pose refinement.

We use raw images and the related poses obtained in Section IV-B to reconstruct spatial points via a modified version
of REMODE which is REMODE-M [20] [50]. The original
REMODE method search the feature based on the epipolar
geometry constrain, which may lose accuracy and efficiency
as candidate points increase. More specifically, REMODE
calculates the epipolar line l from the relative pose change
between key-frame and recent frame, and then it searches
correspondence by selecting candidate points along the epipolar line so as to reconstruct 3D points through triangulation.
The above implementations may encounter problems under
situations, such as high dynamic range. For instance, the
baseline could be small when camera moves quite smooth.
In contrast, a large baseline means camera’s sudden motion
change, and under this condition, the candidate search regions
could be wider, which leads to the high computational cost
and increased mismatch possibility. Hence, we need a way
to reduce the search area on epipolar lines. To achieve this,
we use proposed ERS to guarantee both high accuracy and
robustness when searching for a match, then we based on the
inverse depth [51] to implement depth prediction. In summary,
we create a detail-preserving depth map at this stage based
on REMODE-M. The texture-less and no-texture areas are
removed at the beginning and only the edges or textural
regions are remained. As a compromise, our method can
reduce the processing time when predicting the pixel depth,
and the use of EDIs allows our method to achieve relatively
accurate and detail-preserving reconstruction.
B. Event Region Search
By observing Fig. 5, we found each event-based different
image overlaps two frames’ contour (defined as the event
region) in the scene, which is caused by camera’s motion
change between t and t − 1 . In other words, the event region
can be used as prior-knowledge to restrict the search area so
as to achieve robust match, and we design ERS method to
meet the following goals:
• To reduce the possibility of mismatch.
• To provide semi-dense reconstruction with specific detail.
The principle of ERS is shown in Fig. 7. Here, a candidate
point P 0 approaches to ground truth point P by searching
along the epipolar line l on image plane Ik . We calculate an
event-based difference image Ek and use the event region as a
constraint to further restrict the search areas on l . Experiments
show that the majority of features (e.g. edges and corners) is
located in the event region, which could lead to robust match.
Next, we discard calculation of both features and descriptors,
and to achieve robust correspondence measurement through
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Fig. 8: The results of ego-motion estimation. Three versions of F2F difference images and raw images are used to train the
convnet so as to compare the performance in terms of accuracy. The results show that the event-based difference image can
produce high accuracy of 6D estimation than others.
TABLE I: Evaluation of translational and rotational error by using different input.
Raw images
Seq.

trel (m)

TUM/fr1/xyz
TUM/fr1/rpy

DIs

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

1.86

-

-

1.47

WDIs
rrel (deg )

trel (m)

1.19

-

-

1.32

EDIs

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

0.89

-

-

0.77

Temporal images
rrel (deg )

trel (m)

rrel (deg )

0.48

-

0.56

-

-

0.23

-

0.34

trel (m) average translational drift error (per 20 frames) under different indoor scenes
rrel (deg) average rotational drift error (per 20 frames) under different indoor scenes

the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) [52] method. Specifically, we anchor a point and select its surrounding m × m
pixels as a patch, then calculate the index via:
P
S(Br Bk ) = qP

Br (p)Bk (p)
,
P
2
2
p Br (p)
p Bk (p)
i,j

(10)

where Br and Bk are two patches picked from image Ir
and Ik under restriction of the event region and epipolar
line. S(Br Bk ) is the correlation index (or the NCC score)
ranging from 0 to 1 (e.g. 0 is uncorrelated and 1 is correlated).
According to the experiment results, we set an empirical
threshold value (e.g. 0.85) to balance the convergence speed
and possibility of mismatch. In addition, ERS has good performance under extreme situations (e.g. motion blur or brightness
change), which provides the mapping thread with robustness.
On the other hand, since feature points are gathering at the
event region, the reconstructed map can preserve rich details
in textured areas.
VI. E VALUATION
In this section, we primarily evaluate the accuracy of the
estimated pose. Besides, the robustness and the generalization
of the system will be evaluated on a plurality of benchmarks.

We then evaluate the accuracy of estimated depth map and
illustrate two typical samples of detail-preserving reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 12.
A. Datasets Used in Experiment
We first select the training sets and the testing sets
from the benchmarks. At the training stage, sequences in two
categories, i.e., handheld SLAM and robot SLAM in the TUM
RGB-D dataset, and sequences in the ICL-NUIM dataset and
the EuRoC MAV dataset are selected for training (80%) and
validation (20%), respectively. At the testing stage, we use four
benchmarks, i.e., TUM RGB-D [9], ICL-NUIM [8], EuRoC
MAV [53] and KITTI odometry benchmark [54] to evaluate
the performance of our system. Specifically, the performance
of accuracy is tested on sequences TUM /fr1 /xyz ,
TUM /fr1 /rpy,
TUM /fr3 /structure− texture− far
and TUM /fr3 /structure− notexture− far . Note that,
to achieve fair comparison, we use the sequence in
TUM /fr3 /structure− notexture− near to fine tune the
model of SfMLearner, DeepVO and DeepTAM after the
training. This operation allows the model learning to extract
useful features from the texture-less regions. Sequences in
KITTI /00 , KITTI /02 and KITTI /05 are used to evaluate
the generalization of our system, since the images are captured
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Fig. 9: Comparison of ego-motion estimation with anormal images. 20% of raw images are picked from each testing set, and
applied Gaussian filter, gamma value and random noise on them so as to simulate extreme situations (e.g., motion blur,
defocus or brightness variation). The results show that the proposed method is highly tolerable to anormal images.
TABLE II: Evaluation of translational and rotational error by using different types of artificial noise.
Raw images
Seq.

trel (m)

Raw + Gaussian filter

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

rrel (deg )

Raw + gamma value
trel (m)

rrel (deg )

Raw + noise
trel (m)

rrel (deg )

ICL/living room kt2

0.62

0.59

0.92

0.83

0.62

0.63

0.64

0.65

ICL/office kt2

0.68

0.71

0.87

0.91

0.72

0.74

0.69

0.71

trel (m) average translational drift error (per 20 frames) under different indoor scenes
rrel (deg) average rotational drift error (per 20 frames) under different indoor scenes

under different outdoor scenes, e.g., cities, highways and
rural areas. For the KITTI odometry benchmark, we focus on
the evaluation of the trajectory error, since it contains mostly
translational movement. The performance of robustness
is evaluated on sequences ICL/living− room, ICL/office,
MAV /Machine− Hall− 05 ,
MAV /Vicon− Room− 1− 03
and MAV /Vicon− Room− 2− 03 , in terms of translational
and rotational error. Note that, the ICL-NUIM dataset is
a synthetic dataset which means there are no blur images
during data collecting, so we apply the Gaussian filter and
adjust the Gamma value on images to simulate extreme
situations in real environments. We use relative pose error
(RPE) [55] as metric to calculate the estimation error between
the groundtruth and estimated trajectory. Secondly, we
evaluate the accuracy of predicted depth map on sequences
TUM /fr1 /desk , TUM /fr1 /floor and TUM /fr1 /teddy,
since these sequences contain both textural areas and the
texture-less parts. The accuracy of depth maps is shown
in percentage format (in Subsection VI-C). Our method is
implemented with TensorFlow framework, and trained on a
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Graphic Processing Unit (GPU)
card with 8 GB memory.

Fig. 10: Translational error of trajectories which are predicted
by v1 (full version) and v2 (modified version) of our approach,
respectively.

B. Camera Trajectory Evaluation
In this stage, we compare the Relative Pose Error (RPE)
between groundtruth and predicted trajectory, in terms of
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TABLE III: Comparison of relative pose error (RPE) on different types of sequences. Note that, ORB-SLAM-M is a modified version of ORB-SLAM, in which the loop closure
detection module is disabled. In testing sets ICL/living room kt2∗ and ICL/office kt2∗ , 20% of images are selected and processed with Gaussian filter, gamma value and
random salt and pepper noise, so as to compare the robustness of the methods.
Our Method
Seq.

trel (m)

TUM/fr1/xyz
TUM/fr1/rpy

SfMLearner

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

0.48

-

-

0.29

DeepVO

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

0.85

-

-

0.88

ORB-SLAM-M

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

0.59

-

-

0.38

ORB-SLAM

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

1.19

-

-

0.71

DeepTAM

rrel (deg )

trel (m)

rrel (deg )

0.37

-

0.39

-

-

0.23

-

0.26

TUM/fr3/fr3/structure texture far

0.54

0.49

2.27

0.78

0.51

0.61

2.32

1.07

0.55

0.44

0.64

0.52

TUM/fr3/structure notexture far

0.94

1.15

2.27

1.89

1.32

1.17

3.06

3.01

1.39

1.64

0.89

1.12

∗

ICL/living room kt2

1.12

0.96

2.76

1.37

1.33

0.94

2.41

1.89

1.35

1.22

1.13

1.09

ICL/office kt2∗

1.09

1.10

2.92

1.33

1.85

0.98

1.76

1.90

1.18

0.93

1.18

1.22

MAV/Machine Hall 05

1.93

0.53

1.96

1.03

2.08

0.78

3.70

2.65

2.26

1.07

2.12

0.94

MAV/Vicon Room 1 03

1.16

0.65

1.56

0.78

1.40

0.90

2.13

1.67

1.07

0.56

1.26

0.59

MAV/Vicon Room 2 03

1.42

0.57

2.59

0.80

1.62

1.02

3.63

1.70

1.52

0.79

1.61

0.55

KITTI/00

1.67

-

1.83

-

1.76

-

2.9

-

1.59

-

1.68

-

KITTI/02

1.65

-

2.27

-

2.15

-

3.67

-

1.69

-

1.72

-

KITTI/05

1.34

-

1.96

-

1.51

-

2.88

-

1.28

-

1.37

-

Average

1.21

0.72

2.12

1.11

1.47

0.85

2.7

1.83

1.3

0.86

1.28

0.79

trel (m) average translational drift error (per 20 frames) under different indoor scenes
rrel (deg) average rotational drift error (per 20 frames) under different indoor scenes

relative translation and rotation errors.
First, we compare the ego-motion estimation by use of
different versions of input such as raw images, DIs, WDIs,
EDIs and remporal images. A portion of results in Fig. 8
illustrate that both EDIs and temporal images allow the
network to learn the relationship between the frame-to-frame
difference and the ego-motion, and this allow the network to
regress relative smooth prediction than others. After runing
whole sequences on the network, we found that the network
trained by EDID can provide the most close 6D estimation
with the groundtruth, as shown in Table I, since an eventbased difference image highlights F2F difference and polarity
of events. This technique guarantees the network focuses more
on expected regions, and the pixels which contain less texture
information are removed as irrelevant information. Hence, we
decide to use EDIs as input to train our model.
Second, we modify raw images in sequences
ICL/living− room− kt2 and ICL/office− kt2 artificially
by using of Gaussian filter, Gamma value and random
noise, in order to find out the relationship between trajectory
accuracy and individual factors. More specifically, we apply
Gaussian blur on raw images (in gragscale format) so as
to simulate motion blur. The kernel size of the Gaussian
function is 9 × 9, and the standard deviation σ is randomly
set between [1, 3]. To simulate brightness change, we
randomly set gamma (known as gamma correction) in range
of [0.5, 1.5]. To simulate noise pixels, we randomly add
salt and pepper noise between the ratio [0.2, 1.2]. The results
in Fig. 9 show that by feeding the network with EDIs, our
method is capable to handle the extreme situations which
caused by fast motion and sudden illumination change. In
Table II, we found that the ego-motion estimator is easy
to handle images with gamma change and noise, but it is
sensitive to Gaussian blur . Specifically, the ego-motion

estimation reports more translational rotational drift error
than other factors. We deduce that Gaussian blur smooths
the edges and textured areas and changes the event regions,
and this may lead to relative high translational and rotational
drift error, which is similar to extreme situations in real
environment. Hence, we add modified sequences into the
training sets to increase the performance of robustness. Note
that, we use modify sequences in the ICL-NUIM dataset for
training, and we use blur images in EuRoC MAV Dataset for
testing.
Third, We compare our method to against four state-ofthe-art methods which are SfMLearner [32]2 , DeepVO [29],
ORB-SLAM [4]3 and DeepTAM4 , respectively. Note that,
in ORB-SLAM-M, we disable the Loop Closure Detection
(LCD) and mapping modules so as to perform a VO. And to
solve the absolute scale problem in comparison, we manually
aligned [56] the estimated and the groundtruth trajectories
by using open-source tools 5 , so as to evaluate the relative
pose error (RPE). In Table III, we compare our method
with the representative approaches on different types of sequences, and the average values illustrate that our method
performs relative better performance even under texture-less
or no-texture environments. More specifically, ORB-SLAM
has relative less translation and rotation error under textural
environment. It has a high chance to recover from failures, especially on sequences which are captured under relatively slow
and constant speed. Though our method has relatively weak
performance on sequences TUM /fr1 /xyz , TUM /fr1 /rpy
and TUM /fr3 /structure− texture− far , when compared to
ORB-SLAM and DeepVO, its performance is very close to
2 https://github.com/tinghuiz/SfMLearner
3 github.com/raulmur/ORB

SLAM2

4 https://github.com/magican/OpenDTAM.git
5 https://github.com/MichaelGrupp/evo
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these state-of-the-art approaches and it costs less computational time. However, when encountering the texture-less
or no-texture scenes, the performance of ORB-SLAM drops
dramatically. DeepTAM is less affected by the above situations
and it achieves the highest accuracy estimation than other
methods on sequences TUM /fr3 /structure− notexture− far ,
since DeepTAM uses optical flow as the supervision to assist
the learning of the camera’s motion change by the use of
the keyframe and the current frame. Though our method has
relatively weak performance when comparing to DeepTAM, it
needs less computational time, as shown in Table IV , and
the reconstructed depth map contains relatively rich textural information. The average errors between DeepVO and
our method are closer. Unlike DeepVO which employs a
RNN to learn long-term dependencies, our method directly
learns the frame-to-frame difference by using EDIs as input
and this architecture brings with relative high performance
during tracking, as shown in Table IV. The evaluation result on sequences ICL/living− room− kt2 , ICL/office− kt2 ,
MAV /Machine− Hall− 05 and MAV /Vicon− Room− 2− 03
illustrates that our method is robust under extreme situations,
such as motion bulr and illumination change. For sequences
MAV /Vicon− Room− 1− 03 , a lot of landmarks are deployed
in the room, which may facilitate to improve the tracking
accuracy for the feature-based VSLAM approach. As a consequence, our method show relative weak performance than
ORB-SLAM. We use three sequences in the KITTI odometry
benchmark to evaluate the generalization of our method.
The result illustrates that our method achieves the highest
accuracy among other approaches on sequences KITTI /02 .
However, the evaluation result on the other two sequences
KITTI /00 and KITTI /05 has relatively weak performance
when comparing to full version of ORB-SLAM. We think
these sequences contains mostly the straight path and relatively fast movement, in which our method may produce
the accumulated error dramatically under this situation. Even
though, our method still achieves better performance than
other learning based approaches. The evaluation result on
the KITTI odometry benchmark illustrates that our model
has relatively better performance of generalization, since we
feed our model with EDIs which only highlight the variation
parts between the consecutive images. Afterwards, we use
two versions of our method, i.e., v1 and v2 to evaluate the
translational drift error over time. our method (v1) is able
to compensate cumulated error along with increased path,
which is already illustrated in Section IV-B. We prepared
our method (v2) to varify their performance. The result is
shown in Fig. 10, without using the error correction model, the
translational error of our method (v2) increased gradually. The
error increase to 0.09m approximately within 0.5m. Although
this error correction technique has limited performance, we
create an way to realize the pose refinement by using of endto-end manners, and this would be one of our further works.

TABLE IV: Time-consuming of tracking and mapping systems.
Seq.

Tracking Time [ms]

Mapping Time [ms]

ORB-SLAM

20.2

-

DeepVO

49.8

-

SfMLearner

52.0

-

REMODE

-

150.9

Laina [57]

-

522.3

DeepTAM

67.9

349.5

Our Method

45.5

138.7

Note that, the above methods are running on a GPU based system. We process
entir sequences by using REMODE and REMODE-M (which is the mapping
thread in our approach) respectively, and record the computing time for each
frame.

C. Depth Map Evaluation
We evaluate the accuracy of depth prediction by using REMODE6 and REMODE-M on entire sequences, i.e.,
TUM /fr1 /desk , TUM /fr1 /floor and TUM /fr1 /teddy.
Specifically, we use the event region in EDIs as a constraint to
restrict candidate points when search for a match on epipolar
line. Then, we calculate the correlation values between candidate point pairs by using NCC [52] method, and match the
point pairs according to the the highest value. Based on the
above processes, we decrease the possibility of mismatch on
depth estimation stage. Afterwards, a triangulation algorithm
used for estimate the depth of points. Note that, we set
the tolerable error to 10% in experiment, which means the
depth value can be counted as correct one when it has 10%
variation with the groundtruth. During testing, we separate
each sequence into multiple batches and each batch contains
25 images including one key-frame. We use both REMODE
and REMODE-M to create depth maps based on key-frames,
and then we calculate the average value of all depth maps in
each sequence and report the accuracy in percentage format.
The results indicate that REMODE-M can improve accuracy
of depth estimation, as shown in Fig. 11. The average accuracy
values over sequences TUM /fr1 /desk , TUM /fr1 /teddy
and TUM /fr1 /floor are 19.34%, 15.21% and 17.79%, respectively. The performance of depth accuracy is increased
about approximately 5% over 3 different scenes. Furthermore,
this ratio may be increasde when images contain the rich
textural information. Table IV shows that the computation time
decrease to 11.3ms.
Furthermore, the REMODE-M is also compared to two
dense reconstruction methods which are Lainas code7 and
DeepTAM, and the result is shown in Fig. 11 (e) and (f), respectively. Though these two methods create dense depth map
with relatively high accuracy when compared to REMODEM, the more computational time is needed during processing,
since they predict the depth for all pixels. From the observation, we found that the texture-less and no-texture areas have
relatively less contribution to improve the accuracy of pose
estimation, since these areas contain few useful information
which can be regarded as redundancy. Hence, we use a
6 github.com/uzh-rpg/rpg

open remode

7 github.com/iro-cp/FCRN-DepthPrediction
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(a)

Accuracy:

19.34%

13.50%

29.83%

56.25%

Accuracy:

15.21%

11.37%

23.54%

47.30%

Accuracy:

17.79%

12.26%

26.17%

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

55.75%

(f)

Fig. 11: Comparison of the depth estimation. The keyframe (a) and the depth groundtruth (b) in the TUM benchmark are
selected to evaluate the accuracy performance between REMODE-M (c), REMODE (d), Laina’s method (e) and DeepTAM
(f), respectively. Note that, REMODE-M is modified so as to reduce the possibility of mismatch when searching for a match.
Besides ERS allows to provide detail-preserving depth map on the depth estimation stage (e.g., the key board on laptop and
the radiator in (d) both keep their unique textures).
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modified version of REMODE (which is the REMODE-M)
to achieve the detail-preserving reconstruction, in which a
majority of reconstructed points gather in textural areas and
the points located in texture-less or no-texture regions are
removed before depth estimation. The typical result is shown
in Fig. 11(c), that the estimated depth maps only contain the
textural information, e.g., the laptop’s keyboard (in 1st row),
the text on the poster (in 2nd row) and the radiator under the
desk (in 3rd row). The reconstruct scenes in Fig. 12 remain the
edges and the textural parts which can help to achieve tasks,
such as object recognition, re-localization et al. More important, the semi-dense map needs relatively less computational
time during processing and the modular architecture allows
the method to integrate with other applications which require
fast response. In summary, our method achieves the relatively
better compromise between the accuracy of depth estimation
and the computational time.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS A ND F UTURE W ORK

4

．
．

Fig. 12: Reconstruction of the scenes. Two typical sequences
TUM /f2 /desk and TUM /f1 /room are selected to reconstruct the detail-preserving maps.

In this paper, we presented a novel approach which can
provide accurate 6D estimation and detail-preserving reconstruction. We have shown how the improvement of proposed
ego-motion estimator via a deep neural network and eventbased different images are able to overcome the weakness in
traditional methods and recent learning based approaches. According to the experiment results, our approach is robust under
extreme situations. We use ERS to improve the performance
of REMODE, and it contributes to an accurate and robust
reconstruction. Meanwhile, the detail-preserving map can be
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extended to other robotic tasks, e.g. obstacles avoidance and
environmental interaction.
To further improve our work, we would augment the
datasets with more pure rotational examples under different
indoor scenes so as to provide relative accurate estimation
under pure rotational motion. The imperfection of our system
is that the reconstructed maps are semi-dense, and 3D points
are missing under smooth regions, such as pure color walls
or texture-less areas. Recent researches on object segmentation [58] and layout estimation [59] may help us to recover
the missing parts, even to rebuild the map with semantic
information. In future, we would continue to optimize the
network architecture to reduce the time consumption for realtime applications.
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